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MODELLING, CONTROL AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF AN UNMANNED VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT

SUMMARY

Over the last 20 years, unmanned aerial systems for civil and military applications are
being operationally more efficient, cost effective, and having high-end capabilities.
Recent developments in the fields of micro sensors, high power density batteries,
powerful microchips and high efficient motor technologies has given opportunity to
build small full autonomous aerial vehicles.

In this study a mathematical model of a lightweight Quadrotor which is vertical take
off and landig aircraft is derived and some control techniques are applied to it in order
to achieve fully autonomous flight. Quadrotor is a flying robot with four propellers
and each of them actuated by an brushless electric motors. Each electric motor
rotates independently with a propeller mounted on it and produces torque and thrust
proportionally angular speed. The combination of all these thrust ant torques controls
the rotation and movement of the body.

Nonlinear equations of motion are obtained using Newton-Euler Equations and
kinematics. Quadrotor system is defined with twelve states and only six out of
them controls the attitude. These states are formed around body frame and the
others are formed around earth fixed frame. Rotation matrix is obtained in order to
transform between frames by kinematic equations. Then dynamic equations which
includes aerodynamic forces and moments, propulsion sets, translational and rotational
dynamics and equations of motion are obtained. In order to design linear controllers
the equations of motion are simplified and linearised then formed in a state space
representation.

In order to run the simulation the parameters of the testbed quadrotor are identified
experimentally. Thrust coefficients, drag coefficients, propulsion set dynamics are
identified by the help of propulsion test stand. Propulsion set dynamics are obtained
by Matlab System Identification Toolbox. Moment of inertia elements are identified
experimental pendulum tests. Moment of inertia about X and Y axes are obtained by
compound pendulum, but inertia about Z axis is obtained by bifilar torsion pendulum.

Numerically completed nonlinear equations of motion are constructed in Simulink and
they are solved with 4th order Runge-Kutta method. The open loop simulations shows
that a control system should be implemented in order to stabilize the system.

Control systems that should be used in the avionics are described in order to fly
autonomously. Cascade P controllers are used to stabilize each of 12 states. Transfer
function of each process are obtained sequantially. In order to find the controller gains
SISO Toolbox is used. Then PIDTool is used to tune the parameters by taking into
account the stability parameters. Root locus and step responses analysis are examined.

Cascade P controllers are then implemented on the avionics of quadrotor testbed.
Avionic system of the quadrotor consists a flight control computer for low level tasks,
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a mission management computer for high level tasks, an inertial navigation system,
telemetry modules, remote controller receiver and a camera for real time video. A
ground station software is also designed in order to set controller gains, track the
vehicle on map and monitor the flight status and real time video.
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DİKEY İNİŞ KALKIŞ YAPABİLEN BİR İNSANSIZ HAVA ARACININ
MODELLENMESİ, KONTROLÜ VE GERÇEKLENMESİ

ÖZET

İnsansız hava araçları son yıllarda oldukça fazla ilgi görmeye başlamıştır. Pilotsuz
olmalarından dolayı hayati risk taşımamaları, ucuz olmaları ve uzun mesafeler
katedebilecek çeşitlerininde bulunmasıyla sivil ve askeri alanlarda bir çok görevde
kullanılmaktadırlar. Günümüzde son teknoloji ile donatılmış olan insansız hava
araçları özellikle havadan görüntüleme, gözetleme, arama kurtarma, haritalama,
uzaktan algılama ve veri toplama gibi görevlerde oldukça sık kullanılmaktadırlar.

Sabit kanatlı uçaklar, tek rotorlu helikopterler, çok rotorlu helikopterler, ekseni
değişebilen rotorlu araçlar, zeplinler ve çırpan kanatlı araçlar günümüzde kullanılan
belli başlı insansız hava aracı biçimleridir. Sabit kanatlı uçak formundaki hava
araçları piste ihtiyaç duyan ve genellikle uzun mesafelerde kullanılmak amacıyla
tasarlanmış araçlardır. Tek rotorlu helikopterler ise dikey iniş kalkış ve askıda
kalabilme yeteneğine sahip olduğundan piste ihtiyaç duymayan nispeten kısa mesafeli
ve mekanik karmaşıklığı olan araçlardır. Ekseni değişebilen rotorlu araçlar ise sabit
kanatlı uçak konsepti ile tek rotorlu helikopterlerin avantajlarını birleştirmek amacıyla
tasarlanmış ürünlerdir. Piste ihtiyaç duymadan dikey olarak havalanabilen hava aracı,
belirli bir yüksekliğe eriştikten sonra rotor eksenlerini değiştirerek sabit kanatlı uçak
halini alabilmektedir. Bu sayede sabit kanatlı uçak gibi uzun mesafelerde hizmet
verebilirken, helikopterler gibi askı uçuşuda yapabildiğinden dolayı piste ihtiyaç
duymaz ve güvenli gözetleme yapabilir. Zeplinler ise kaldırma kuvvetini içerisindeki
havadan daha hafif olan gaz yardımıyla sağlarlar. Enerji ihtiyaçları diğer araçlara göre
en az seviyededir fakat taşıdığı yüke oranla oldukça fazla yer kaplamaktadırlar. Piste
ihtiyaç duymazlar ve uygun rüzgar koşullarında dikey iniş kalkış yapabilmektedirler.
Çırpan kanat konseptindeki araçlar ise kuş ve böcekleri örnek alarak tasarlanmış
araçlardır. Gürültüsüz ve küçük olması amacıyla motor yerine kas lifi şeklindeki
aktüatörler kullanılmaktadır. Bu gürültüsüz çalışma şekli sayesinde askeri alanlarda
kendisine kullanım alanı bulmaktadır.

Bu çalışmada ise bir dikey iniş kalkış yapabilen dört rotorlu insansız hava aracının
modellenmesi, kontrolcü tasarımı ve tam otonom uçuşu gerçeklemesi amacıyla
tasarlanan aviyonik sistemin detayları verilmiştir. Quadrotorlar son zamanlarda
gelişen verimli motorlar, yüksek enerji yoğunluklu bataryalar, düşük enerji tüketimli
haberleşme sistemleri, küçük boyuttaki sensörler ve mikro denetleyiciler nedeniyle
günümüzde en çok rağbet gören hava aracı özelliğini taşımaktadır. Quadrotorlar
dikey iniş kalkış yapabildiğinden dolayı piste ihtiyaç duymazlar ve askı uçuşu
gerçekleştirebildiğinden daha verimli gözetleme yapabilmektedirler. Bunun yanında
geleneksel helikopterlere nazaran çok daha az mekanik parça içerdiğinden dolayı
bakım maliyetleri oldukça azdır. Basit mekanik sistemlerine karşılık, kararsız sistemler
olmalarından dolayı dengeli uçuşlar sağlayabilmek amacıyla daha karmaşık otomatik
kontrol sistemlerine ihtiyaç duymaktadırlar. Bu nedenle sayısal ortamda modelleme
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ve kontrolcü tasarımı yapılması oldukça önem kazanmaktadır. Bu sayede gerçekleme
sırasında oluşabilecek maddi ve manevi kayıpların önüne geçilebilmektedir.

Mini sınıfına giren quadrotor tipi insansız hava aracının modellenmesi ve kontrolcü
tasarımı Matlab ve Simulink araçları ile yapılmıştır. Simulasyonların başarılı geçmesi
sonucunda quadrotor platformu oluşturulmuş ve tamamen özgün gömülü kontrol ve
aviyonik sistemleri tasarlanarak gerçeklenmiştir.

Modelleme aşaması quadrotorun genel çalışma prensibinin anlatılmasıyla başlamak-
tadır. Quadrotor sistemleri dört adet motorun açısal hızları kontrol edilerek kontrol
edilmektedir. Bu çalışmada ele alınan sistemin motorları fırçasız motorlardır. Fırçalı
motorlara göre çok daha verimli olan bu motorlar kömür bakımıda gerektirmediğinden
çok tercih edilmektedirler. Her bir motor üzerine pervane monte edilmiştir bu sayede
itki ve tork elde edilir. Tork dengesini sağlamak ve aracın kendi ekseni etrafındaki
dönüşünü kontrol edebilmek amacıyla pervane ve motorlar karşılıklı olarak aynı yöne
dönmektedir. Fırçasız motorları kontrol edebilmek için ise fırçasız motor hız kontrol
sistemi kullanılmaktadır. Bu sayede aviyonik sistem dijital sinyaller ile motorlar
hızlarını ayrı ayrı kontrol edebilmektedir.

Quadrotor hakkındaki temel bilgilerin arkasından kinematik eşitliklerden, dinamik
eşitliklerden ve Newton hareket kanunlarından bahsedilmiştir. Bu eşitlikler
kullanılarak sistemin hareket denklemleri çıkarılmıştır. Kinematik denklemler sistem
üzerine etkiyen kuvvet ve torklardan bağımsızdırlar. Quadrotor 12 durumdan
oluşmaktadır. Fakat bunlardan sadece 6’sı hava aracının oryantasyonunu ifade
etmektedir. Bu durumlar yuvarlanma, yunuslama, sapma açıları ve bu açıların değişim
hızlarıdır. Geriye kalan 6 durum ise kuzey, batı ve yükseklik yönündeki dünya
refanslı merkeze göre aracın bulunduğu konumlar ve hızlardır. Görüldüğü üzere dünya
referanslı ve gövde refanslı olmak üzere iki farklı eksen takımı mevcuttur. Kinematik
denklemler yardımıyla çıkarılan dönüşüm matrisleri yardımıyla bu eksen takımları
arasında geçiş yapılabilmektedir.

Kinematik denklemlerin ardından hareket denklemlerini elde edebilmek amacıyla
araç üzerindeki kuvvetler ve torklar dinamik bağıntılar yardımıyla belirlenmiştir.
Quadrotorun hareketi öteleme ve dönme hareketlerinin kombinasyonu sonucu
oluşmaktadır. Bu hareketleri belirlemek için Newton-Euler denklemleri kullanılmıştır.
Pervane tarafından sağlanan itki ve tork temel akışkanlar dinamiği yardımıyla
tanımlanmıştır. Tasarım karmaşıklığını ortadan kaldırmak amacıyla, itki ve tork
bir katsayı ile rotor açısal hızının karesine eşitlenmiştir. Quadrotor üzerindeki
elektronik hız kontrolcüsü, fırçasız motor ve sabit açılı pervane itki sistemi olarak ele
alınmıştır. İtki sistemi ise bir kazanç ve zaman sabiti ile birinci dereceden bir transfer
fonksiyonu ile modellenmiştir. Daha sonra öteleme hareketlerinden bahsedilmiştir. Bir
akışkan olan havanın viskoz sürtünme kuvvetine değinilmiş ve harekete olan etkisi
incelenmiştir. İtki sisteminin sisteme olan etkisi ve kinematik denklemlerin dahil
edilmesiyle öteleme hareket denklemleri çıkarılmıştır.

Dönme hareketlerinin itki sisteminin oluşturduğu tork ve rotorların cirsokopik
etkilerinin kombinasyonundan oluştuğu gösterilmiştir. İtki sistemi tarafından
oluşturulan tüm kuvvetler ve torklar belirtilmiştir. Newton denklemleri uygulanarak
hareket denklemleri çıkarılmıştır. Ardından simulasyonlarda ve kontrolcü tasarımında
kullanılacak olan 12 durumlu uzay durum denklemi tanımlanmıştır.
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Simulasyon için gerekli olan taşıma katsayısı, tork katsayısı, itki sistemi kazancı
ve zaman sabiti ve eylemsizlik momentlerin sayısal değerleri gerekmektedir. Bu
katsayılar gerçekleme sırasında kullanılacak test sistemi için elde edilmiştir. İtki
sisteminin modeli, taşıma ve tork katsayılarını bulabilmek için bir itki test standı
hazırlanmıştır. Bu test standında kullanılan sensörlere ve mekanik yapıya yer
verilmiştir. Elektronik hız kontrolcüsüne uygulanan referans işaretine karşlık elde
edilen taşıma, tork ve açısal hız grafiklerine yer verilmiştir. İtki sistemi modelini elde
etmek için System Identification Toolbox kullanılmıştır. Elde edilen modelin sistem
cevabı ve performans grafiklerinede yer verilmiştir. Taşıma ve tork katsayılarını elde
edebilmek için itki test sisteminden elde edilen açısal hız karesi ve taşıma kuvveti
verilerinde yola çıkarak doğrusal bir fonksiyon uydurulmuştur ve taşıma katsayı bu
fonksiyonun eğimi olarak alınmıştır. Tork katsayısıda benzer bir şekilde açısal hızın
karesine karşılık elde edilen tork verilerinden elde edilmiştir.

Quadrotorun simetrik bir yapıya sahip olduğu kabul edilmiş olduğundan eylemsizlik
momenti matrisinin diyagonal olduğu varsıyılmaktadır. Bu yüzden sadece x, y, z
yönlerindeki eylemsizlik momentinin hesaplanmasının yeterli olduğu düşünülmüştür.
Bu kapsamda ters sarkaç yöntemi yardımıyla her 3 eksendeki eylemsizlik momentleri
deneysel olarak elde edilmiştir.

Deneysel olarak elde edilen tüm katsayılar yardımıyla simülasyon yapılmıştır ve
sonuçları paylaşılmıştır. İlk etapta 500 rad/sn olarak ayarlanan motor açısal hızları
yardımıyla bir simülasyon gerçeklenmiştir. Simulasyon sonucunda bu açısal hızın
yeterli itkiyi sağlayamadığı görülmüş olup denge koşulları yardımıyla gerekli açısal
hız hesaplanmıştır. Tüm motorlara aynı açısal hız uygulandığında quadrotorun
sabit kalabildiği görülmüştür. Daha sonra sistemin bozucu etkisindeki performansı
incelenmiş olup kararsız olduğu ve bir kontrol sistemine olan ihtiyacı vurgulanmıştr.

Kontrolcü tasarım bölümünde ise genel bir kontrolcü bloğu verilerek sistemin işleyişi
anlatılmıştır. Açısal hız, oryantasyon, doğrusal hız ve pozisyon kontrolcülerinden
bahsedilmiştir. Kullanılan uçuş kontrol bilgisayarından ve görev yönetim bilgisayarın-
dan bahsedilmiştir. Kontrolcü çıkışlarının elektronik hız kontrolcülerine aktarılmasını
sağlayan ters hareket matrisinden bahsedilmiştir. Hareket denklemlerinin kutup
analizine yer verilerek PID tabanlı kontrolcülerin kullanıldığından bahsedilmiştir.

PID kontrolcüler hakkında kısa bir bilgi verildikten sonra kaskat bağlı kontrolcülerin
özellikleri belirtilmiştir. Aviyonik üzerindeki açısal hız sensörleri filtre içermediğinden
dolayı, oryantasyon verisine göre çok daha hızlı dinamiklere sahiptir. Bu yüzden
kaskat kontrolcülerin kullanılmasının gerekliliğine değinilmiştir. Daha sonra tüm
kontrolcü yapıları için transfer fonksiyonları hesaplanmıştır. Matlab SISOTool ve
PIDTool yardımıyla stabilite karakteristikleri ve köklerin yer eğrisi grafikleri incelerek
gerekli kazançlar bulunmuştur ve bunun sonucunda kontrolcülerin performanslarını
değerlendirmek amacıyla sistem cevaplarına yer verilmiştir.

Tüm kontrolcülerin aynı anda çalıştırılması ve performanslarının incelenmesi için
quadrotorun referans bir yörüngeyi tam otonom olarak izlemesi simule edilmiştir.
Simulasyon sonucu oluşan referans yörünge ve izlenen yörünge grafikleri verilerek
sistemin tatmin edici performansı gösterilmiştir. Bunun yanında bu simulasyon
sırasında itki sistemlerinin açısal hızlarına ve diğer bütün kontrolcülerin referans
işaretlerini nasıl takip ettiğine dair grafiklere yer verilmiştir.
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Geliştirilen kontrol sisteminin gerçek bir sistem üzerinde denenmesi amacıyla, tam
otonom olarak uçuşu sağlayabilecek aviyonik sistem ve yer istasyonu tasarlanmıştır.
Aviyonik sistem yer istasyonundaki operatör tarafından izlenmekte ve gerektiğinde
müdahale edilebilmektedir. Yer istasyonu .Net platformunda C kullanılarak
gerçeklenmiştir. Uçuş verilerinin gözlenebildiği ve uçak üzerinden canlı vidyonun
gösterilebildiği bir HUD sayesinde operatör oryantasyon kaybı yaşamadan tüm sisteme
hakim olabilmektedir. Bunun yanında yer istasyonundaki harita sistemi ile kullanıcı
hava aracının anlık ve geçmiş pozisyonunu ve referans yörüngesini görebilmektedir.
Harita üzerinde mevcut aviyonik sistemini kullanarak ADSB yayını yapan diğer tüm
hava araçlarına ait uçuş bilgileride görülebilmektedir.

Uçuşu kontrol eden uçuş kontrol bilgisayarına oryantasyon ve navigasyon sensörleri,
itki sistemi, radyo alıcı ve vericileri, görev yönetim bilgisayarı, faydalı yük beşiği
bağlıdır. Tüm çevresel birimler uçuş kontrol bilgisayarı ile alt seviye haberleşme
yöntemleri ile haberleşmektedir. Uçuş kontrol bilgisayarı, hava aracının oryantasyonu,
pozisyonu, haberleşmesi, verilerin kaydedilmesi, batarya kontrolü gibi tüm alt seviye
işleri yürüten sistemdir. Görev yönetim bilgisayarı ise üzerinde çalışan görev
planlayıcı yazılımı ile aracı otonom olarak; önceden veya anlık olarak yüklenmiş
görevleri yerine getirmesini sağlamayı amaçlar. Araç tamamen otonom modda iken
referans konum, hız, yükseklik ve kafa açısı bu bilgisayar tarafından ayarlanır.

Gerçeklenen sistemde bazı kontrolcü iyileştirilmeleri ve ek bloklar yerleştirilmiştir.
P kontrolcü yerine PI kontrolcüsü gerçeklenerek sistemin stabilitesi arttırılmıştır.
Bunun yanında sistemin farklı sapma açılarında da çalışabilmesi için gerekli dönüşüm
matrisinden bahsedilmiştir. Kalkış ve iniş algoritmalarından bahsedilmiştir. Tam
otonom bir sistem dış ortamda tam otonom olarak kalkış, yörünge izleme ve iniş
performası grafiklerle ve harita üzerinden gösterilmiştir.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, Unmanned Aerial Systems have been used in a wide range of

both civilian and military applications such as surveillance, reconnaissance, mapping,

remote sensing, aerial photography and videography, nuclear leak detection, search

and rescue etc. Unmanned aircrafts have some advantages relative to using manned

aircrafts when performing above-mentioned fields of application. Some of these are

as follows; Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) do not require a qualified pilot, thus

there is no risk of life, have very low cost, have very long endurance, have ability

to accomplish pre-programmed missions autonomously even communication links of

Ground Control Station (GCS) are lost [6].

Today’s UAVs utilize latest sensor technology, communication links and power

efficient propulsion systems, therefore they are able to remain in the air for a long time

and go farther. Several UAV configurations have been developed to use for different

purposes. For example, fixed-wing planes, single rotor helicopters, multi-rotor

helicopters, tilt-rotors, blimps, bird-like prototypes etc as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Common type of UAVs.

Recently, due to the emergence of efficient motors, powerful microcontrollers, high

power density battery packs, long range and low power micro radio technologies and

micro sensors, small air vehicles have gained increasing attention among scientists
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and engineers, so that they become more applicable in both civilian and military

applications.

Quadrotor is a four motor vertical take off and landing vehicle and has more

maneuverability than the conventional helicopters without complex mechanics.

Quadrotors have some advantages when compared to fixed wing counterparts such

as take off and landing vertically, hovering and especially agressive maneuverability.

Power consumption due the motors which are the only lift generators can be accepted

as a drawback of quadrotor.

These kinds of mini sized and fully automated unmanned systems include at least one

ground station. Ground station is connected to the vehicle remotely and allows the

operator to monitor the vehicle status and manage the vehicle as desired. Vehicle

avionic consists of attitude sensors, autopilot, communication links and actuators.

Autopilot which is the main part of the avionic, computes high level navigation routines

and low level control laws. Because of nonlinear structure of the aircraft dynamics,

various control methods are used to improve aircraft performance.

1.1 Purpose of Thesis

The aim of this thesis is to construct a suitable mathematical model for a Quadrotor

UAV and develop a complete control structure for fully autonomous operation. It

is also desired to design an avionic system and ground control station on physical

platform in order to perform autonomous navigation tasks. These capabilities are then

intended to be an infrastructure for future works such as higher level mission planning

algorithms, object tracking and collision avoidance.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This study is composed of 6 chapters and each one is summarized as follows: Chapter

1 is introduction of the study. At first, general information about UAVs are provided.

This chapter will also give the literature survey which introduces small vertical take-off

and landing vehicles that have been made so far.

Chapter 2 provides the derivation of the X-Type quadrotor model. Overall quadrotor

model of kinematics and dynamics are described in detail. The dynamics are explained
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according to Newton-Euler formalism. At the end of the Chapter 2, Matlab/Simulink

model simulation results are presented.

Chapter 3 focuses on the position and attitude control algorithm designs which are

needed to stabilize the quadrotor. Cascaded P controller techniques are adopted to this

work. Besides the design of the control algorithm, the performance of the controllers

are analyzed on the Matlab/Simulink simulation.

Chapter 4 introduces the main hardware and software of the quadrotor testbed. Sensor

suites, microcontrollers, motors, electronic speed controllers, communication links

and ground control station are described. This chapter also presents the designed

controller implementation performance on full autonomous quadrotor testbed under

the acceptable disturbance sources. Autonomous navigation phase will be evaluated.

Various photos are attached to provide visual description of the quadrotor and ground

station.

Chapter 5 summarizes the goal of this thesis, evaluates the performance of the

controllers on the testbed and proposes solutions to improve performance of the

controllers.

1.3 Literature Review

Jonathan How, Mark Cutler, Kemal Ure and Bernard Michini from MIT Aerospace

Controls Laboratory developed a variable pitch quadrotor system to perform aerobatic

manuvers which are over the capability of fixed pitch quadrotors. The quadrotors

which they used in experiments has onboard attitude stabilisation system and external

camera based localisation system. They compared fixed pitch and variable pitch

propellers with simulation and experimental results and showed that variable-pitch

propellers have significant advantages which are increased thrust rate of change, ability

to quickly and efficiently reverse thrust for inverted flight as shown in Figure 1.2 [1].

So that varible pitch can track reference paths and attitudes more precisely and also

enables aggressive flight experience without sacrificing simple mechanism of fixed

pitch quadrotors.

Vijay Kumar, Daniel Mellinger and Alex Kushleyev from Penn’s School of

Engineering and Applied Science developed a team of quadrotors which are up to
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Figure 1.2: Variable pitch quadrotor on the left, a photo during inverted waypoint
tracking on the right [1].

twenty agile-flight-capable vehicles to fly in complex formations. As shown in Figure

1.3 the quadrotor squadron can fly in arrays and perform navigation around obstacles.

They used a 73 gram and 21 cm in diameter micro quadrotors with onboard attitude

estimation and control systems to perform full autonomous flight with an external

localization system [2]. The micro quadrotors have reflectors on their structure in

order to be recognized by cameras on the room to get navigation solution.

Figure 1.3: Swarming nano quadrotors from UPenn’s GRASP Lab [2].

Gobe Hoffman, Dev Gorur Rajnarayan and other team members of Stanford University

developed a quadrotor testbed which called STARMAC as shown in Figure 1.4. The

main purposes of the STARMAC project are perform multi-vehicle coordinated tests

for evaluate the control algorithms about cooperative and non-cooperative multi-agent

systems in real time and variable outdoor environments [3]. Collision and obstacle

avoidance, trajectory planning, vision-based navigation and other next generation

algorithms are also planned to perform on STARMAC. STARMAC equipped an
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onboard MicroStrain 3DM-G IMU and Trimble Lassen differential GPS in order to

perform outdoor navigation.

Figure 1.4: Stanford testbed of autonomous rotorcraft is hovering [3].

Shaojie Shen, Yash Mulgaonkar University of Pennsylvania and Nathan Michael

from Carnegie Mellon University developed a quadrotor which can be used in

GPS-denied environments by Visual-Inertial state estimation. A stereo camera and

inertial measurement unit are used for state estimation as shown in Figure 1.5. Visual

sensors are processed by 1.6 GHZ Intel Atom processor, yet total weight is only 740 gr.

Visual-inertial based quadrotor’s ability to travel at speeds up to 4m/s is demonstrated

for indoor environments successfully [4].

Figure 1.5: Autonomous quadrotor of GRASP laboratory navigates with visual
sensors [4].
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2. MODELLING

A good system design must be started with an estimation of it’s performance before

actually built it [7]. This preliminary study aims to obtain numerical details of the

system’s dynamic properties. Those mathematical details are named as mathematical

model of the system [7].

Mathematical modelling is also important for mini sized unmanned aerial vehicle

control systems. Even though mini sized aerial vehicles such as quadrotors are

inexpensive when compared to other larger equivalents, such vehicles can cause severe

damage to property or even people as a result of improper autopilot designs. However,

the quadrotor dynamics are also complicated; it is unnecessary to model all of it. The

following are some assumptions which have to be made to simplify the modeling phase

of the quadrotor.

• Quadrotor structure and propellers are supposed to be rigid. So, parts of the body

are not moving respect to each other.

• Body has a symmetrical structure. Thus the matrix of inertia will supposed to be

diagonal.

• Quadrotor has a constant mass.

• Inertial rotational rates (φ̇ , θ̇ , ψ̇) considered as equivalent to body rotational rates

for hover condition.

2.1 Basic Concept

Quadrotor is controlled by the angular speeds of the electric motors. Each electric

motor rotates with a propeller mounted on it and produces a torque and thrust

proportionally angular speed (ωi). The combination of all thrust and torques lets the

quadrotor to rotate and move. An X Type quadrotor configuration which has two
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frontal motors and two rear motors will be modeled as illustrated in 2.1. X,Y,Z

represents the body-fixed frame.

Figure 2.1: Placement and rotation of motors.

In the model of 2.1 it can be seen that left-frontal and right-rear propellers are rotating

clockwise, while left-rear and right-frontal motors are rotating counter-clockwise. This

configuration of opposite pair directions lets to fly without counter-torque propeller on

the tail.

2.2 Kinematic Model

Kinematics is a branch of mechanics which describes motion of particles or bodies

without consideration of forces and torques that acting on it [8]. The quadrotor system

is defined with twelve states and only six out of them controls the attitude of the system

[9]. Those are the angles (φ ,θ ,ψ) and angular rates (φ̇ , θ̇ , ψ̇) around body axes. The

remaining states are positions (x,y,z) and linear velocities (ẋ, ẏ, ż) of the body fixed

frame with respect to earth fixed frame. Note that there are two different frames, body

fixed frame and earth fixed frame. The body-fixed frame is attached to the center of

mass of the quadrotor with xB pointing forward direction and zB is perpendicular to the

plane of the rotors as given in 2.2.

The earth fixed frame is defined by axes N,W with U which pointing upward as shown

in 2.3. Z-Y-X Euler angles are used to model the rotation of the quadrotor in the earth

fixed frame [10].

To derive the state equations with respect to body and earth fixed frames, rotation

matrix is used. Body fixed vectors such as forces are transformed to the earth fixed
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Figure 2.2: Body fixed coordinates.

frame by rotation matrix. Rotation around axis x can be described as

Rx =

1 0 0
0 cosφ −sinφ

0 sinφ cosφ

 (2.1)

Rotation around axis y can be described as

Ry =

 cosθ 0 sinθ

0 1 0
−sinθ 0 cosθ

 (2.2)

Rotation around axis z can be described as

Rz =

cosψ −sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1

 (2.3)

Then the rotation matrix REB is derived by post-multiplying the above matrices in the

following order

REB = RzRyRx (2.4)

REB =

cψcθ −sψcφ + cψsθsφ sψsφ + cψsθcφ

sψcθ cψcφ + sψsθsφ −cψsφ + sψsθcφ

−sθ cθsφ cφcθ

 (2.5)

where the abbreviations of sα and cα is used for sin(α) and cos(α) respectively. The

REB matrix describes the transformation of body fixed vectors to earth fixed vectors.
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Figure 2.3: Transformation of vectors.

2.3 Dynamic Model

Dynamics is also a branch of mechanics that researches the effects of forces and

torques that acting on motion of system. The overall action of the quadrotor body is

combination of translational and rotational dynamics in space. Equation of motions are

defined in earth fixed reference frame and obtained on the basis of conservation laws of

linear and angular momentum. Several apprpaches such as Newton-Euler, Lagrangian,

Gibbs-Appell and Jourdain are used to derive rigid body dynamics [11]. Newton-Euler

approach is commonly used to expressing dynamics of such mini vehicles [12]. Those

rotating rigid body dynamics are described by Newton-Euler equations as given by

[13] [
F
τ

]
=

[
mI3x3 0

0 I

][
V̇
ω̇

]
+

[
ω×mV
ω× Iω

]
(2.6)

where F and τ are total force and torque acting on center of mass respectively, m is

mass of the body, I3x3 is identity matrix, I is moment of inertia about the center of

mass, ω is angular velocity of the body, V is linear velocity of the center of mass.

2.3.1 Aerodynamic forces and moments

The lift and drag forces are applied to the aerodynamic center of each propeller due to

the angular speed of the blade element of the propeller as shown in simplified Figure

2.4. While lift acts perpendicular to relative wind, drag acts paralel to and in the same
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way as the relative wind. Although each pair of propeller spinning different direction,

each of them generates positive lift and neutral torque in hover by the help of different

pairs of propeller types. The whole motion of the vehicle is result of only those lift and

torques and other external disturbances.

Figure 2.4: Acting forces on airfoil.

Those forces can be derived from the fluid dynamics respectively by [14]

FL =
1
2

ρCLAν
2

FD =
1
2

ρCDAν
2

(2.7)

where ρ is fluid density, CL is dimensionless thrust coefficient, CD is dimensionless

drag coefficient, A is frontal area of the propeller, ν is propeller linear velocity relative

to fluid. In magnitude the angular speed ω is equal to propeller velocity divided by

radius of propeller R. The aerodynamic lift for a propeller can be rewritten as

FL =
1
2

ρCLA(ωR)2 = bω
2 (2.8)

where b is thrust coefficient. Thus, total thrust of ith motor can be written as

Ti = bω
2
i (2.9)

Drag force implies a torque which is also defined in magnitude as

τD =
1
2

ρCLA(ωR)2

τD = dω
2

(2.10)

where d is drag coefficient. Then it can be written that the complete motor torque due

to the propeller drag and acceleration about the z axis for a motor is;

τM = τD + IRω̇ (2.11)
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where IR is moment of inertia about the z axis of the rotor. One of the complete torque

component (IRω̇) can be ignored since propellers trying to maintain the speed of the

blades (ω̇ ≈ 0) in stationary flights such as hover. Thus, simplified expression for ith

motor is given by

τMi = dω
2
i (2.12)

2.3.2 Propulsion set dynamics

Quadrotor is equipped with four electronic speed controllers, brushless direct current

motors and fixed pitch propellers. Those equipments are considered as propulsion

set and modelled according to test stand experiment outputs by Matlab Identification

Toolbox. A first order transfer function is sufficient to obtain dynamics between rotor

angular speed and reference angular speed as shown in 2.13.

Gpropset(s) =
K

τs+1
(2.13)

where K is gain and τ is time constant of the propulsion set.

2.3.3 Translational dynamics

Total thrust acting on vehicle in body frame is given by;

TB =

TxB
TyB
TzB

=

 0
0

∑
4
i=1 Ti

 (2.14)

Figure 2.5: Acting forces on body frame.
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In addition to the thrust force, there are also drag or friction forces in each direction due

to the viscous resistance of the fluid. Drag will be modeled as a force that proportional

to linear velocity at low speeds for small objects. The mentioned simplified fluid

friction equation can be written as;

fdrag =−kdv (2.15)

where kd is drag coefficient, v is velocity and the negative sign implies that drag force

is always directly opposite to the velocity. The equation can be formed for the vehicle

as;

FD =

−kdxẋ
−kdyẏ
−kdzż

 (2.16)

where kdx, kdy and kdz are drag coefficients along x,y and z directions respectively. All

together earth fixed forces (FE) which effect to quadrotor body can be written by

FE = REBTB +Fg +FD (2.17)

where Fg is gravitational forces. This yieldsFx
Fy
Fz

= REB

TxB
TyB
TzB

+
 0

0
−mg

+
−kdxẋ
−kdyẏ
−kdzż

 (2.18)

Thus the three component equation of Eqn. 2.18 are

Fx = TzB(cosφsinθcosψ + sinφsinψ)− kdxẋ (2.19)

Fy = TzB(cosφsinθsinψ− sinφcosψ)− kdyẏ (2.20)

Fz = TzB(cosφcosθ + sinφsinψ)−mg− kdzż (2.21)

where TzB is:

TzB =Uz =
4

∑
i=1

Ti = b
4

∑
i=1

(ωi)
2 (2.22)

TzB is called as total thrust force on z axis. The thrust is proportional by square of

angular speed of propeller rotation.
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2.3.4 Rotational dynamics

Total momentum of body is given by

τ =

τφ

τθ

τψ

 (2.23)

where τ is momentum vector of the vehicle, τφ , τθ , τψ are momentum components

of body torque about roll, pitch and yaw axis respectively. Each torque component is

obviously caused by a series of moments such as actuators action and propeller gyro

effect as given by

τ = τact + τrotor (2.24)

Actuators in action

Altitude of the vehicle is controlled with the total thrust generated by the propellers as

given below;

UZ = b(ω2
1 +ω

2
2 +ω

2
3 +ω

2
4 ) (2.25)

Followings are actuators’ control action about roll, pitch and yaw axis respectively.

Roll moment is obtained by increasing first and second angular speed of motors and

decreasing third and fourth angular speed of motors.

Uφ = lb(ω2
1 +ω

2
2 −ω

2
3 −ω

2
4 ) (2.26)

where l is the distance between center of the motor and center of mass of the vehicle.

Positive pitch moment occurs by increasing second and third angular speed of motors

and decreasing first and forth angular speed of motors. That can be written as;

Uθ = lb(−ω
2
1 +ω

2
2 +ω

2
3 −ω

2
4 ) (2.27)

Yaw moment will increase if angular speed of clock-wise rotating propellers increase

as given below;

Uψ = d(ω2
1 −ω

2
2 +ω

2
3 −ω

2
4 ) (2.28)
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Rotor gyro effect

Propeller induced gyro effects are based on the rotor inertia, rotor velocity, and

changing angle [3]. The propeller gyroscopic effects are defined by

τrotor =

Jrθ̇Ωr
Jrφ̇Ωr
JrΩ̇r

 (2.29)

where Jr is rotor inertia and Ωr is overall propellers’ angular speed.

Together, attitude angles of the quadrotor are determined by above-mentioned

moments. Thus,

τ =

τφ

τθ

τψ

=

 lb(ω2
1 +ω2

2 −ω2
3 −ω2

4 )+ Jrθ̇Ωr)
lb(−ω2

1 +ω2
2 +ω2

3 −ω2
4 )+ Jrφ̇Ωr)

d(ω2
1 −ω2

2 +ω2
3 −ω2

4 )+ JrΩ̇r)

 (2.30)

2.4 Equations Of Motion

For the system at hand the Newton’s Second Law of Motion, translational dynamics

can be written from Eqn. 2.6 as

F = mV̇ +ω×mV (2.31)

where second part of the equation (ω×mV ) defines centripetal forces. For simplicity,

centripetal forces and coriolis effects are neglected. Then the non-linear equation of

motion equations for quadrotor as follows;

m

ẍ
ÿ
z̈

=

Fx
Fy
Fz

 (2.32)

After expanding the Eqn. 2.32

m

ẍ
ÿ
z̈

=

Uz(cosφsinθcosψ + sinφsinψ)− kdxẋ
Uz(cosφsinθsinψ− sinφcosψ)− kdyẏ

Uz(cosφcosθ)−mg− kdzż

 (2.33)

Rotational equations also can be obtained by Newton-Euler formalism.

Newton-Euler’s equation for rotational dynamics as follows [15]

τ = Iω̇ +ω× (Iω) (2.34)
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where I is inertia matrix which is diagonal due to the symmetrical structure as shown

in Eqn. 2.35

I =

Ixx 0 0
0 Iyy 0
0 0 Izz

 (2.35)

The second term of Eqn. 2.34 defined as body gyroscopic effect which is the moment

induced by the angular velocity of the overall frame. After expanding body gyroscopic

effect

τbody =

φ

θ

ψ

×
Ixxφ̇

Iyyθ̇

Izzψ̇

 (2.36)

This yields

τbody =

θ̇ ψ̇(Iyy− Izz)
φ̇ ψ̇(Izz− Ixx)
φ̇ θ̇(Ixx− Iyy)

 (2.37)

Therefore, by combining equations 2.34, 2.37 and 2.30τφ

τθ

τψ

=

Ixxφ̈

Iyyθ̈

Izzψ̈

+
θ̇ ψ̇(Iyy− Izz)

φ̇ ψ̇(Izz− Ixx)
φ̇ θ̇(Ixx− Iyy)

 (2.38)

Rotational dynamics can be obtained by rearranging and expanding the Eqn. 2.38

Ixxφ̈

Iyyθ̈

Izzψ̈

=


lb(ω2

1 +ω2
2 −ω2

3 −ω2
4 )+ Jrθ̇Ωr− θ̇ ψ̇(Iyy− Izz)

lb(−ω2
1 +ω2

2 +ω2
3 −ω2

4 )+ Jrφ̇Ωr− φ̇ ψ̇(Izz− Ixx)

d(ω2
1 −ω2

2 +ω2
3 −ω2

4 )+ JrΩ̇r− φ̇ θ̇(Ixx− Iyy)

 (2.39)

The kinematics and dynamics can be summarized as follows:

mẍ =Uz(cosφsinθcosψ + sinφsinψ)− kdxẋ

mÿ =Uz(cosφsinθsinψ− sinφcosψ)− kdyẏ

mz̈ =Uz(cosφcosθ)−mg− kdzż

Ixxφ̈ =Uφ + Jrθ̇Ωr− θ̇ ψ̇(Iyy− Izz)

Iyyθ̈ =Uθ + Jrφ̇Ωr− φ̇ ψ̇(Izz− Ixx)

Izzψ̈ =Uψ + JrΩ̇r− φ̇ θ̇(Ixx− Iyy)

(2.40)

2.4.1 State space representation

The equations of motion from section 2.4 are converted into state space form. Full

state vector for quadrotor is

X =
[
x y z ẋ ẏ ż φ θ ψ φ̇ θ̇ ψ̇

]T (2.41)
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System input matrix is described by

U =
[
UZ Uφ Uθ Uψ

]T (2.42)

Full state space form of quadrotor is defined by equation 2.43.

Ẋ = f (X ,U) =



ẋ
ẏ
ż

Uz(cosφsinθcosψ + sinφsinψ)/m
Uz(cosφsinθsinψ− sinφcosψ)/m

Uz(cosφcosθ)/m−g
φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

(Uφ + Jrθ̇Ωr− θ̇ ψ̇(Iyy− Izz))/Ixx
(Uθ + Jrφ̇Ωr− φ̇ ψ̇(Izz− Ixx))/Iyy
(Uψ + JrΩ̇r− φ̇ θ̇(Ixx− Iyy)/Izz



(2.43)

The actuator dynamics are relatively fast in practice when compared to the rigid body

dynamics and the aerodynamics [16]. Therefore gyroscopic moments are neglected

to remove cross coupling [17]. In order to design controller in a linear way, a linear

state space model is required, thus the non-linear model must be linearised especially

near the equilibrium point which is called hover situation. Hence simplified state space

model under the assumptions which are φ ≈ 0, θ ≈ 0 and ψ = 0 for the system can be

defined as:

Ẋ = f (X ,U) =



ẋ
ẏ
ż

gθ

−gφ

Uz/m−g
φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

Uφ/Ixx
Uθ/Iyy
Uψ/Izz



(2.44)

2.5 Parameter Determination

After obtaining the state space formulation of the quadrotor, some physical parameters

must be identified in order to run the simulation. Table 2.1 lists required parameters

of quadrotor for simulation and control design.
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Table 2.1: Required parameters for simulation and control design

Symbol Parameter
m Mass
l Arm Length
b Lift Coefficient
d Drag Coefficient
ωi Angular Speed of ith motor
Ui Control Signal
Jr Rotor Inertia
Ixx Moment Of Inertia on X axis
Iyy Moment Of Inertia on Y axis
Izz Moment Of Inertia on Z axis
kd. Friction Coefficient

2.5.1 Propulsion set parameters

Propulsion set which is used in quadrotor test workbench consists an electronic speed

controller, a brushless motor and a propeller as shown in Figure 2.6. Instead of

deriving cumbersome dynamic models of the each component, a set of all is modelled

by the help of System Identification Toolbox in Matlab.

Figure 2.6: Propulsion set on the quadrotor.

Table 2.2 gives the details about components of propulsion system.

Table 2.2: Components of Propulsion Set

Component Model
Electronic Speed Controller DJI 30A 400Hz Opto

Brushless Motor T-Motor 2814 770kv
Propeller 10x4.5 CCW/CW Nylon

As shown in Figure 2.7 the only input for the each propulsion set is reference signal

which drives directly electronic speed controller to generate angular speed thus thrust
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and torque occurs. Reference signal is generated by the autopilot system when the full

autonomous mode is activated. Reference signal is a pulse width modulation signal as

indicated in Figure 2.8. However the equipped electronic speed controller responses

to reference signal between 1000 usec and 2000 usec, useful signal is ranging from

1200 usec to 1600 usec. Because propulsion set doesn’t generate a significant thrust

under 1200 usec, and doesn’t have an effect after 1600 usec.

Figure 2.7: Propulsion set diagram.

Figure 2.8: Relation between pulse width modulation and rotor speed.

2.5.1.1 Propulsion test stand

As can be seen in the above section 2.4 propulsion coefficients such as b, d and

relation between ωi and the control signals should be identified. Thus an experimental

propulsion test stand is designed for modelling propulsion set. Propulsion test stand is

able to measure and log lift and torque generated by propulsion set, angular speed of

the rotor, current and battery voltage. Figure 2.9 shows the mechanical components of

the test stand. Force sensing sensors are mainly designed to measure force in one
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Figure 2.9: Computer aided design of motor test stand.

direction, but mechanical impairments may cause noisy measurements. Therefore

some mechanical reinforcements such as linear and roller bearings are equipped

instead of connecting directly in order to ensure that thrust force is transformed to

only thrust load cell and torque is merely transformed to torque load cell. Torque and

thrust sensors are identical sensors but torque sensor is connected to the main axis with

a lever arm which is becoming imported when calculating torque.

Figure 2.10: Loadcell is used for thrust and torque measurements.

Two loadcell modules which can be seen in Figure 2.10 are used to get the lift and

torque values. A load cell is a force sensing sensor which consists a precisely designed

metal structure and small elements called strain gauges located on the metal structure.

As the rated signal output of the sensors are very small as shown in Table 2.3, the

output signal must be amplified by a low noise rail to rail opamp.

The other most important variable is the angular speed of the motor and propeller set.

Thrust and torque generated by motor and propeller is proportional to the square of the

angular speed of the propeller. Thus propulsion test stand is equipped with a hall effect

sensor as shown in 2.11. This sensor needs some magnets which are fixed to outer

motor bell in order to measure the angular speed of the rotor. Measuring accuracy
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Table 2.3: Load Cell Specifications.

Weight Capacity Max 5kg
Rated Output at Full Load 1mV/V

Supply Voltage 5V
Output Impedance 1kΩ

Material Aluminium Alloy

is directly proportional to the number of magnets on the motor bell. Three magnets

provides satisfactory measurements for the tests.

Figure 2.11: Hall effect rpm sensor.

Current and voltage measurements are also measured. This data is used to estimate

total flight duration and remaining flight time. Voltage measurement is done by precise

voltage divider resistors and low pass filters are used to obtain smooth data. Besides,

current measurements are obtained by hall effect sensors as shown in Figure 2.12. The

current sensor consists a precise linear hall sensor and a copper conductive material.

Current which is flowing through the copper generates a magnetic field on the hall

effect transducer. Then magnetic field is transformed to a voltage which is proportional

to the current flow [18].

Figure 2.12: Hall effect current sensor.
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Propulsion test system is managed by micro controller and graphical user interface.

Figure 2.13 shows the hardware structure of the system. All sensors are connected to

STM32F1 which is a 32 bit micro controller unit (MCU).

Figure 2.13: Hardware structure of propulsion test system.

Host controller is connected to graphical user interface (GUI) which runs on a

Windows Pc and monitors the real time measurements as shown in Figure 2.14.

Measurements can be also logged to Excel to ease the integration between Matlab.

Test can be started by the user and gui automatically increases the reference input of

the propulsion system. Reference signal is started from 1000usec and increased by

100usec every 1500 miliseconds. If reference signal exceeds 2000usec gui stops the

test automatically.

Figure 2.15 shows general view of whole propulsion test system.

2.5.1.2 Propulsion test results

Figure 2.16 demonstrates the sequence of the pwm signals used during the tests.

Figures 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 shows the measurements of the angular velocity of the

rotor, thrust and torque generated by propulsion set respectively. Relation between

pwm signal and square of the angular velocity measurements are used to find the

transfer function of the propulsion set. Similarly, relation between square of the
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Figure 2.14: Graphical user interface of propulsion test system.

Figure 2.15: General view of propulsion test stand.

angular velocity and the generated thrust and drag determines the thrust coefficient

(b) and drag coefficient (d) respectively.

2.5.1.3 Modelling propulsion set

In order to design a reasonable controller for the quadrotor, propulsion set dynamics

must be determined. Figure 2.20 demonstrates the propulsion set model. First order

transfer function is adapted, instead of complicated dynamic model of propulsion set,

thus the degree of the model have tried to keep minimum. The linearization block is

needed to increase the success of System Identification Toolbox of Matlab. As shown

in 2.21, pwm signal is converted to the square of angular speed as reference signal.

Linearisation is done by Curve Fitting Toolbox of Matlab.
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Figure 2.16: Applied pwm to the propulsion set.

Figure 2.17: Measured angular speed during the test.

Then Identification Toolbox is used in order to find first order transfer function of the

propulsion set model. Figure 2.22 illustrates the graphical user interface of the tool

with loaded inputs. Figure 2.23 shows the input signals of the identification. The

signal at the bottom is ω2
r , and the other signal is measured ω2.

Figure 2.20: Propulsion set model.
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Figure 2.18: Measured thrust during the test.

Figure 2.19: Measured torque during the test.

Figure 2.21: Transformation from referance pwm signal to square of angular speed of
the rotor is done by linear curve fitting.
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Figure 2.22: Graphical user interface of System Identification Tool.

Figure 2.23: Reference and measured square of angular velocity signals for
Identification Tool.

Equation 2.45 represents the transfer function of propulsion set which is obtained

from Ident Tool as shown in 2.20. Figure 2.24 shows the step response of the transfer

function.

TPropSet =
1.001

0.111s+1
(2.45)

As denoted before in equation 2.13 the K gain is 1.001 and time constant τ is 0.111.

Response of the propulsion set is appeared fast enough to control the quadrotor.
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Figure 2.24: Step response of transfer function of propulsion set.

Figure 2.25 shows the comparison of the measured and simulated ω2.

Figure 2.25: Comparison of the measured and simulated outputs of the propulsion set
dynamics.

In order to start the simulation in the air, each propulsion set must be started with an

initial angular speed. Otherwise, the quadrotor model will lose altitude due to time

constant. Therefore propulsion set dynamics should be expressed in the state space

form instead of transfer function representation. State space model is basically written
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in the form that shown in equation 2.46.

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)

y(t) =Cx(t)+Du(t)
(2.46)

where ẋ(t) is state derivative, x(t) is system states, u(t) is system inputs, y(t) is system

output, A is system matrix, B is input matrix, C is output matrix and D is direct

transmission matrix. The following A,B,C and D matrices are calculated for 2.45.

A =−9.009

B = 1

C = 9.018

D = 0

(2.47)

To find out the thrust and drag coefficients as denoted before in equations 2.9 and

2.12, relation between square of the angular speed and thrust and torque should be

examined respectively. Figures 2.26 and 2.27 show those relations that are found by

Curve Fitting Toolbox. As it can be seen in the figures that the numerical values of the

thrust and drag coefficients are obtained as below;

b = 1.543×10−5

d = 4.807×10−7
(2.48)

Figure 2.26: Identification of thrust coefficient.
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Figure 2.27: Identification of drag coefficient.

2.5.2 Moment Of inertia determination

This section expresses experimental pendulum method described in [5] [19] [20].

The moment of inertia defines the dynamic attitude of a object when rotating around

an axis. Moment of inertia is a measure of resistance of a body to change its angular

rotation. The moment of inertia matrix is defined as:

I =

Ixx Ixy Ixz
Iyx Iyy Iyz
Izx Izy Izz

 (2.49)

where Ixx indicates the moment of inertia about the x-axis as the body is rotated around

x-axis. Similarly Ixy represents the moment of inertia about y-axis when the body is

rotated around x-axis and the others continues in this way. As denoted before, due to

the structural symmetries inertia products can be neglected. Thus inertia matrix which

was considered when modelling was became diagonal matrix as given in equation

2.56.

I =

Ixx 0 0
0 Iyy 0
0 0 Izz

 (2.50)

In order to figure out the moment of inertia values around the X, Y and Z axes

bifilar torsion and compound pendulum techniques are used as shown in Figure 2.28

[5] [19]. Moment of inertia calculations requires pendulum weight, oscillation period

and some dimensions of structure.The axis of oscillation for the compound pendulum
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is horizontal and passes through the pivot point of the pendulum but not through the

center of gravity of the object. Due to the fact that oscillation axis and object’s center

of gravity doesn’t overlap, the moment of inertia about object’s main axis is given by

the equation [5]

I′ =
WT 2L

4π2

I = I′−ML2
(2.51)

where T is oscillation period, W is weight of the pendulum, M is the mass of the

pendulum and L is the distance between the center of gravity and the axis of oscillation.

For bifilar torsion pendulum the moment of inertia is given by equation [5]

I =
WA2T 2

4l4π2 (2.52)

where A is the distance between vertical filaments and l is the length of the filaments.

Figure 2.28: Compound pendulum on the left and bifilar torsion pendulum on the right
[5].

Table 2.4 shows the pendulum parameters used in tests.

Table 2.4: Moment of inertia determination setup parameters

Parameter Value Unit
M 2.950 kg
L 0.83 m
A 0.2 m
l 1.015 m
g 9.81 m/sn2

Figure 2.29, 2.31, 2.33 shows the test structure for Ix, Iy and Iz respectively. An

inertial measurement unit which includes 3-axis gyrometer is used to determine the
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oscillation period of quadrotor. Figure 2.30, 2.32 and 2.34 shows the measured

and logged gyro rate measurements when pendulum is swinging. Oscillation period

is determined according to frequency spectrum of the measured signals by the help of

fourier transform. As angular rate samples constitutes sinusoidal signals and fourier

transform of pure sinusoidal signal occurs a dirac in frequency domain as shown in ??

[21], the fourier transform of the angular rate signals are considered. The peak values

of the spectrum determines the signal period which is used in pendulum equations.

Figure 2.29: Pendulum setup for Ixx estimation.

Figure 2.30: X axis angular rate measurement results.
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I′xx =
WT 2L

4π2

Ixx = I′xx−mL2

Ixx = 0.078[kgm2]

(2.53)

Figure 2.31: Pendulum setup for Iyy estimation.

Figure 2.32: Y axis angular rate measurement results.
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I′yy =
WT 2L

4π2

Iyy = I′yy−mL2

Iyy = 0.076[kgm2]

(2.54)

Figure 2.33: Pendulum setup for Izz estimation.

Izz =
WD2T 2

4h4π2

Izz = 0.133[kgm2]

(2.55)

Consequently the moment of inertia matrix is obtained as follows

I =

0.078 0 0
0 0.076 0
0 0 0.133

 (2.56)
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Figure 2.34: Z axis angular rate measurement results.

2.6 Open Loop Simulation

Figure 2.35 illustrates the Simulink block diagram of quadrotor dynamics. Quadrotor

dynamics are written by User-Defined Function according to equations in 2.44. Figure

2.36 shows the open loop simulation of the quadrotor when 500rad/sec angular speed

is applied to each propulsion set. As it seen in the figure that vehicle is losing altitude

due to insufficient thrust. Nevertheless it doesn’t disturb the orientation because the

moments produced by the motors are equal.

Figure 2.35: Open-loop block diagram of quadrotor.
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Figure 2.36: Open-loop dynamics of quadrotor.

Figure 2.37: Open loop model of quadrotor is trimmed.
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In order to maintain the altitude of the quadrotor at the initial position, vehicle must be

trimmed in z direction. At the equilibrium point the hover trim can be calculated from;

z̈ =Uz/m(cosφcosθ)−g (2.57)

When φ and θ are ≈ 0rad, angular speed for each motor is calculated as

648.9997rad/sec. Figure 2.37 shows the equilibrium point.

Figure 2.37 illustrates the model behaviour under disturbance. As it can be seen in

the following figure 2.38, quadrotor goes unstable when disturbance is added. For this

reason a control system should be designed in order to achieve a stable flight.

Figure 2.38: Trimmed simulation of quadrotor with disturbance.
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3. CONTROLLER DESIGN

3.1 Purpose

In this chapter the control algorithms designed in this work are presented. As control

system enables the operator to control the states of quadrotor precisely, it plays a key

role in the quadrotor’s stability. The main objectives of the control system are to

make navigation and react to external distrubances [22]. Figure 3.1 demonstrates

the control method of the full autonomous quadrotor casually. Avionic system of

the quadrotor includes two main computers which are flight control computer and

mission management computer as denoted in Figure 3.1. While flight control

computer operating low level control routines, mission management computer deals

with trajectory planning and communication with ground station. Implementation

details are discussed in detail in chapter 4.

Figure 3.1: Cascaded control system for full autonomous quadrotor.

As shown in Figure 3.1 there is three mode selecting switches which set the vehicle

flight mode to navigation, attitude or acro. Each switch is controlled by the operator.

Acro mode enables the user to interfere the lowes level controller which is named

rate controller by manual control inputs. Acro mode makes possible acrobatic

maneuvers such as fast cornering and even flips due to the low response time of
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gyros. Attitude mode allows the operator very safe and stable flights because it tries to

maintain orientation of the vehicle in equilibrium point. The navigation mode lets

the operator to experience a fully autonomous flights. Navigation mode has three

option to choose which are manual navigation by control inputs, return to home and

mission tracking. Operator is able to navigate the quadrotor manually by manual

navigation mode. If return to home mode is activated, quadrotor will turn back to

predefined location subject to certain procedures in order to minimize to eliminate

the risk of an accident. While acro, attitude and manual navigation modes are called

semi-autonomous, mission tracking is called fully autonomous. Main task of mission

planner is to generate reference latitudes, longitudes, altitudes and reference speeds of

them for position control loop.

Position controller generates desired roll and pitch angles for lateral navigation by

PID controller and it also generates desired vertical speed for vertical navigation by PI

controller. Then attitude controller generates desired angular rates for rate controller.

3.2 Movement Matrix

Controller signals which are Uφ ,Uθ and Uψ must be translated to the angular speeds

of the rotors. Therefore a inverted movement matrix which is illustrated in the Figure

3.1 is used. Equation 3.3 defines the movement M matrix which is resulted from

frame geometry of the quadrotor. Transformation between angular speeds and control

signals is succeeded by inverted movement C matrix. Control inputs which are defined

in 2.25, 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28 can be rewritten in matrix format as shown in equation

3.1. 
UZ
Uφ

Uθ

Uψ

=


b(ω2

1 +ω2
2 +ω2

3 +ω2
4 )

lb(ω2
1 +ω2

2 −ω2
3 −ω2

4 )
lb(−ω2

1 +ω2
2 +ω2

3 −ω2
4 )

d(ω2
1 −ω2

2 +ω2
3 −ω2

4 )

 (3.1)

The equation 3.1 can be represented by;

U = M ·ω2 (3.2)

where movement matrix M is defined by;

M =


b b b b
lb lb −lb −lb
−lb lb lb −lb

d −d d −d

 (3.3)
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As movement matrix determinant is non zero, the inverse movement matrix can be

easily obtained by inverting movement matrix M and distributing control signals

equally to the motors in order to translate control inputs (U) to square of angular speeds

(ω2). Then the inverted movement matrix C is defined by;

C =


1
4b

1
4bl − 1

4bl
1

4d
1
4b

1
4bl

1
4bl − 1

4d
1
4b − 1

4bl
1

4bl
1

4d
1
4b − 1

4bl −
1

4bl −
1

4d

 (3.4)

The expanded form of equation 3.5 is shown in equation 3.6.

ω
2 =C ·U (3.5)

ω
2
1 =

1
4b

UZ +
1

4bl
Uφ −

1
4bl

Uθ +
1

4d
Uψ

ω
2
2 =

1
4b

UZ +
1

4bl
Uφ +

1
4bl

Uθ − 1
4d

Uψ

ω
2
3 =

1
4b

UZ − 1
4bl

Uφ +
1

4bl
Uθ +

1
4d

Uψ

ω
2
4 =

1
4b

UZ − 1
4bl

Uφ −
1

4bl
Uθ − 1

4d
Uψ

(3.6)

Figure 3.2 illustrates the Simulink block diagram of quadrotor with inverted movement

matrix and propulsion set dynamics.

Figure 3.2: Propulsion set dynamics and inverted movement matrix are added to
Simulink model.

3.3 Control Technique

The dynamic model and quadrotor is developed in section 2.4 and also parameters are

identified in section 2.5. The linear model of quadrotor is given in equation 2.44. As

equation of motion indicates, attitude model of quadrotor which are φ ,θ ,ψ is effected

directly by control signals [23]. The attitude system is considered as naturally unstable

because the transfer function of φ ,θ ,ψ is a second order with two poles on the origin

[23]. Therefore PID based controllers are designed in order to obtain stable flight.
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3.3.1 PID control

Proportional, integral and derivative (PID) controllers which dates back to 1890’s are

used widely in the industry because its easy to implement and maintain. Although PID

is a linear controller, it has been used on nonlinear aerial unmanned systems such as

quadrotors and fixed wings [24], [25]. The main purpose of the PID controller is to

make minimize the difference between process output and reference signal quickly as

possible. Mathematically a PID controller can be described as;

u = Kpe(t)+Ki

∫
e(τ)dτ +Kd

d
dt

e(t) (3.7)

where Kp,Ki and Kd represents proportional, integral and derivative gains respectively.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the block diagram of a PID controller.

Figure 3.3: Typical pid structure.

P, PI or PID controllers can be used by setting one or two of the gains to zero according

to desired system response. Stability of the controller is obtained by tuning Kp,Ki and

Kd . In this work, derivative term is not used due to the cascade control structure.

Additionally, integral term is only used in implementation in order to suppress the

effects of neglected terms and other disturbances. In order to find the controller

gains, Matlab SISO Toolbox is used with “Robust Response Time" tunining method is

selected. Matlab PIDTool is also used to tune the gains, taking into account the stability

parameters. Controller gains are tuned to closed-loop process meets the following three

objectives [23]:

• Transient response including rise time and overshoot

• Steady state accuracy

• Stability robustness
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The controller is considered stable when the error converged to zero within a

reasonable time and without high overshoot and oscillations. The Figure 3.4

demonstrates different stabilities a of controller. Low level controllers are allowed to

make some over shoot in order to get fast response. As level of the controller increases,

the gains are selected low in order to decrease the over shoot and increase the stability.

Twelve different controllers are designed as below;

• Angular rate rontrollers for φ̇ θ̇ ψ̇ ,

• Attitude controller for φθψ ,

• Vertical speed controller,

• Altitude controller,

• Speed controllers for ẋ and ẏ,

• Position controllers for x and y.

Figure 3.4: Stability analysis of a process.

3.3.2 Cascade control

The rejection of external disturbances and better reference tracking capabilities are an

important issues in control systems. In order to improve the performance of the dealing

with external disturbances on quadrotor platform, cascaded control structures are used

[26]. In cascade control systems the process should has one input and two (or more)

outputs as shown in Figure 3.5. In order to achieve effective disturbance rejection,
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cascaded control systems enforces to have a supplementary sensor. Additional sensor

allows to apart the fast dynamics of the system as much as possible from the slow

dynamics [27].

Figure 3.5: Typical cascade control diagram.

Full autonomous controller of the quadrotor consists various inner and outer loops for

each axis. Inner loops have faster dynamics in respect to the outer loops due to the

additional sensors especially for attitude controller. As outer loop controller calculates

the reference for the inner loop which controls more rapid changing velocity parameter,

primary controller and dynamics are included in outer loop.

3.3.3 Angular rate controller

Figure 3.6: Lowest level controller of the quadrotor.

The rotational dynamics of model 2.44 is rewritten then;

φ̈ =Uφ/Ixx

θ̈ =Uθ/Iyy

ψ̈ =Uψ/Izz

(3.8)

In order to design rate controller, transfer function of the angular velocity must be

considered as;

φ̇(s) =
Uφ (s)

sIxx

θ̇(s) =
Uθ (s)

sIyy

ψ̇(s) =
Uψ(s)

sIzz

(3.9)
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If control inputs are expanded with angular speeds, equation 3.9 yields;

φ̇(s) =
lb(ω2

1 +ω2
2 −ω2

3 −ω2
4 )

sIxx

θ̇(s) =
lb(−ω2

1 +ω2
2 +ω2

3 −ω2
4 )

sIyy

ψ̇(s) =
d(ω2

1 −ω2
2 +ω2

3 −ω2
4 )

sIzz

(3.10)

If propulsion set dynamics in 2.13 are included the equation 3.10 becomes;

φ̇(s) =
lb(ω2

r1 +ω2
r2−ω2

r3−ω2
r4)K

sIxx(τs+1)

θ̇(s) =
lb(−ω2

r1 +ω2
r2 +ω2

r3−ω2
r4)K

sIyy(τs+1)

ψ̇(s) =
d(ω2

r1−ω2
r2 +ω2

r3−ω2
r4)K

sIzz(τs+1)

(3.11)

where ω2
r is reference square of angular speed. In order to simplify the equations, thqe

control inputs can be used instead of rotor speeds, then it becomes;

φ̇(s) =Urφ (s)
K

sIxx(τs+1)

θ̇(s) =Urθ (s)
K

sIyy(τs+1)

ψ̇(s) =Urψ(s)
K

sIzz(τs+1)

(3.12)

where Ur is control signal of rate controller. If numerical values of propulsion set

dynamics which are defined in equation 2.45 are considered, equation 3.13 yields;

φ̇(s) =Urφ (s)
1.001

0.008658s2 +0.078s

θ̇(s) =Urθ (s)
1.001

0.008436s2 +0.076s

ψ̇(s) =Urψ(s)
1.001

0.01476s2 +0.133s

(3.13)

After performing the root locus and step response analysis for the rate controllers,

gains are tuned as follows;
PRφ = 1.3699

PRθ = 1.3348

PRψ = 0.79796

(3.14)

Figure 3.7 and 3.8 shows root locus and step responses of closed loop system

respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Root locus of rate controllers of the quadrotor.

Figure 3.8: Step responses of rate controllers of the quadrotor.
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3.3.4 Attitude controller

Figure 3.9 shows the outer and inner loop of attitude controller. After closing the outer

loop equation 3.15 is obtained.

Figure 3.9: Block diagram of attitude controller of the quadrotor.

φ(s) = φ̇(s)GAφ (s) = φ̇(s)
PRφ GRφ (s)

1+PRφ GRφ (s)
1
s

θ(s) = θ̇(s)GAφ (s) = θ̇(s)
PRθ GRθ (s)

1+PRθ GRθ (s)
1
s

ψ(s) = ψ̇(s)GAφ (s) = ψ̇(s)
PRψGRψ(s)

1+PRψGRψ(s)
1
s

(3.15)

After performing the root locus and step response analysis for the outer loop attitude

controllers, gains are tuned as follows;

PAφ = 4.39135

PAθ = 4.38150

PAψ = 1.1097

(3.16)

Figure 3.10 and 3.11 shows root locus and step responses of outer loop of attitude

dynamics respectively.

3.3.5 Vertical speed controller

Figure 3.12 shows the vertical speed dynamics and vertical speed controller. Equation

3.17 shows the transfer function of vertical speed. As shown in Figure 3.12, a hover

trim is applied in order to keep the quadrotor in the air.

ż(s) =Uz(s)GV z(s) =Uz(s)
K

τs+1
1

ms
(3.17)
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Figure 3.10: Root locus of attitude controllers of the quadrotor.

Figure 3.11: Step responses of attitude controllers of the quadrotor.
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Figure 3.12: Block diagram of vertical speed controller of the quadrotor.

After performing the root locus and step response analysis for the inner loop of altitude

controller, gain is tuned as;

PV z = 23.98 (3.18)

Figure 3.13 shows the root locus and step response of the designed controller.

Figure 3.13: Root locus and step response of vertical speed controller of the quadrotor.

3.3.6 Altitude controller

Figure 3.14 shows the outer loop of altitude controller. After closing the outer loop

equation 3.19 is obtained.
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Figure 3.14: Block diagram of altitude controller of the quadrotor.

z(s) = ż(s)GPz(s) = ż(s)
PV zGV z(s)

1+PV zGV z(s)
1
s

(3.19)

After performing the root locus and step response analysis for the inner loop of altitude

controller, gain is tuned as;

PPz = 0.4 (3.20)

Figure 3.13 shows the root locus and step response of the designed controller.

Figure 3.15: Root locus and step response of altitude controller of the quadrotor.
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3.3.7 Speed controller

Figure 3.16 shows the x and y speed controller. After closing the outer loop one step

more, equation 3.21 is obtained.

Figure 3.16: Block diagram of x, y speed controller of the quadrotor.

ẋ(s) = θ(s)GV x(s) = θ(s)
PAxGAx(s)

1+PAxGAx(s)
g
s

ẏ(s) = φ(s)GV y(s) = φ(s)
PAyGAy(s)

1+PAyGAy(s)
g
s

(3.21)

After performing the root locus and step response analysis for the velocity controller,

gains are tuned as;
PV x = 0.11

PV y = 0.11
(3.22)

Figure 3.13 shows the root locus and step response of the designed controller.

Figure 3.17: Root locus and step response of velocity of x controller of the quadrotor.
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3.3.8 Position controller

Figure 3.18 shows the x and y position controller. After closing the outer loop of

controller, equation 3.23 is obtained.

Figure 3.18: Block diagram of x, y position controller of the quadrotor.

x(s) = ẋ(s)GPx(s) = ẋ(s)
PV xGV x(s)

1+PV xGV x(s)
1
s

y(s) = ẏ(s)GPy(s) = ẏ(s)
PV yGV y(s)

1+PV yGV y(s)
1
s

(3.23)

After performing the root locus and step response analysis for the position controller,

gains are tuned as;
PPx = 0.76

PPy = 0.76
(3.24)

Figure 3.19 shows the root locus and step response of the designed controller.

Figure 3.19: Root locus and step response of position controller of the quadrotor.
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3.4 Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the controllers performance a fully autonomous flight simulation

was performed. Simulations are implemented on Simulink. Dynamic model of

equation 2.43 was used for the simulations. All controllers which are tuned in previous

section was run simultaneously. All states are observed for evaluation. The refence

inputs of the quadrotor are xr,yr,zr and ψr for full autonomous scenario. The initial

conditions of the simulation are;

x = y = z = 0

ẋ = ẏ = ż = 0

φ = θ = ψ = 0

φ̇ = θ̇ = ψ̇ = 0

Table 3.1 shows simulation plan. Simulation took 50 seconds and it started from initial

conditions and ended up on x = 0,y = 10 and z = 0 as shown in Figure 3.20.

Table 3.1: Simulation tasks.

time [sec] xr yr zr ψr
0 - 10 0 0 10 0
10- 20 10 0 10 0
20- 30 10 10 10 0
30- 40 0 10 10 0
40- 50 0 10 0 0

Reference path (red line) and results (blue line) are demonstrated in figure 3.20. The

simulated performance of cascade P controllers are satisfactory. Figure 3.21 illustrates

angular speeds of each motor which was directly controlled by angular rate controllers

in order to track references. As it can be seen in the Figure 3.21 that, angular speeds

remained within the nominal operating range.

Detailed simulation results are shown in 3.22. It can be seen that, low level controllers

which have faster dynamics are tracking the reference more precisely than outer loops.

The performance of the all controllers are adequate and reference signals are also not

abrupt. So that these controller structures can be experienced on a real system.
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Figure 3.20: Trajectory of navigation.

Figure 3.21: Angular speeds of propellers while performing tasks.
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Figure 3.22: Reference and output signals of all states.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

The general structure of avionics and the ground station is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Ground station consists of remote controller which is used by the operator for manual

flights, a wifi access point for short range but high data rate communication, a 900Mhz

telemetry-telecommand link for long range but low data rate and also a laptop which

is used for monitoring vehicle status and managing missions or controller gains by

Ground Station Graphical User Interface (GUI). On the air vehicle, there are flight

control computer, which controls all of the segments of the autonomous flight, sensors,

actuators, radio transceivers, mission management computer and payload system. All

of the peripheral units communicate with flight control computer.

Figure 4.1: General system diagram of avionic structure and ground station.

4.1 Avionic System

General architecture of the FMS is illustrated in Figure 4.2. includes flight

control computer (FCC), flight management computer (FMC) and sensor package.

While flight control computer is executing low level control processes with on-board

sensors, flight management computer handles high level navigation processes. The

Flight Control Computer is a custom board (seen in Figure 4.3) with STM32F4

microcontroller which is based on 32bit ARM Cortex M4 floating point processor (168
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MHz clock rate and has 192kB Ram). The FCC includes different analog and digital

interfaces such as; serial inputs/outputs, PWM outputs, PPM encoders, CAN and ADC

inputs/outputs.

Figure 4.2: Hardware architecture of flight control computer.

The serial interfaces such as RS232, UART, SPI and SDIO are used to communicate

with IMU/INS/GPS, data logger and Mission Management Computer (MMC). Large

number of PWM outputs enables to build a generic autopilot that suitable for most UAV

concepts such as helicopter, plane, multicopter or even hybrid systems. Two channel

PPM encoders are reserved to get inputs from traditional RC controller, where one of

them is designed for master operator while the other is for trainee function. Moreover,

the FCC board includes many ADC channels to interface with analog sensors such

as pitot tube pressure sensor and alpha-beta sensors. The CAN interface, which is

based on standard automotive communication protocol ensuring high electrical and

electromagnetic noise immunity, has been reserved for an expansion port needs of

additional sensors or payloads.

Mission Management Computer (FMC) executes high level guidance and navigation

algorithms and also handles high level communication packets. This computer is a

Linux based Raspberry Pi which has 720MHz clock speed and 512MB ram as seen in

Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Flight control computer with external connection ports.

The reference positions and heading output of the flight management computer

transferred to the flight control computer through a serial interface. Telemetry

and telecommand communication module is also linked to the flight management

computer. The Xtend RF transponders (seen in 4.5) operating at 900Mhz emulates

ADSB transponders in order to communicate with other team members for future

sense-and-avoid applications . In addition to RF link, a wireless network with

higher-speed but short range communication is utilised for remote debugging of the

flight control computer through on-chip debugger abilities of the flight management

computer.

Figure 4.4: A linux based Raspberry Pi used for mission management computer.

Figure 4.5: Xtend modules can be used to communicate with other vehicles for future
applications.
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For in-flight inertial measurements, Xsens Mti-G-700 Inertial Measurement Unit

(IMU) and Inertial Navigation System (INS) is used as shown in Figure 4.6. This

IMU combines embedded accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer measurements (up

to 100 Hz rate) for flight control purposes. In addition to this package, concept-specific

sensors such as pitot tube, alpha-beta sensors has been equipped into FCC.

Figure 4.6: INS/IMU module used for attitude and navigation feedbacks.

As seen in Figure 4.7 an 9 channel JR remote controller is used for testing different

stages of the controller and manually control the quadrotor. JR remote controller is

merged with FRSky radio transmitter and receiver. The receiver communicates with

Flight Control Computer by Pulse Position Signals at 60Hz.

Figure 4.7: Remote controller and its third party radio used to manually control the
vehicle.

The battery used for testbed is a 14.8 V, 5300 mAh Gens Ace lithium battery as

demonstrated at Figure 4.8. It supports continuous discharge rate of 30C which means

159A can be drawn by the propulsion system. But the testbed quadrotor never needs

such a power for hovering.
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Figure 4.8: Lithium polymer flight battery of quadrotor.

Figure 4.9 demonstrates the T-2814 brushless motor and DJI 30A Electronic speed

controller which are used in testbed. Four nylon 10x4.5 propeller are used with those

motor set.

Figure 4.9: Motor and electronic speed controller used in quadrotor testbed.

Figure 4.10 shows the complete avionics when testing on the table. An TPlink

WN422G WIFI module is connected to Mission Management Computer in order to

communicate with ground station at high data rates.

Figure 4.10: A photo of avionics taken during software tests.

The Figure 4.11 demonstrates the control cycles of the autopilot system of full

autonomous quadrotor. The controller which is designed in Chapter 3 is implemented

in C language for STM32F4 microcontroller.
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As seen in the figure, the desired position and heading angle are generated by FMC,

while other low level control loops run in flight control computer. The FCC evaluates

required actuator signals to steer the aircraft. Position and Attitude Controllers are

mainly based on cascaded Proportional and Integral (PI) controllers with washout filter.

A I term is added in order to suppress steady state errors. For position control, the outer

PI controller loop derives the desired velocity for the Position Controller, while the

inner PI holds the aircraft at desired velocity. The same applies to attitude controller.

The outer PI controller derives desired angular rates while the second PI with washout

filter which is added to avoid bias error when integrating angular rates, keeps the

vehicle in the desired angular rate to achieve controlled turns. Otherwise, growing

velocity generating errors as time passes cause undesirable control signal biases. On

the other words, washout filter provides more smooth and stable flights. The control

signals generated by the Rate Controller drives another block consisting transformation

matrices which is called Inverted Movement Matrix as before, associated with vehicle

actuator geometry. The transformed signals are then conveyed to the actuators which

are each driven by electronic speed controllers.

4.2 Ground Station

A portable ground station with graphical user interfaces (GUI) enables the operator

to manage and monitor highlevel flight operations through 900 MHz RF and wireless

network links. RF modems are pre-programmed for working in broadcast mode to

communicate with all transponders in the field. For test and validation purposes,

wireless link is used for data-link experiments based on intent language; and RF links

are integrated as enabling ADS-B implementations.

Graphical User interface consists of two separated screens. The primary flight display

provides real-time video and flight data such as orientation, battery status, navigation

accuracy, altitude, speed, control inputs, and telemetry status. The operator can choose

to monitor any information at the required level. The GUI also includes a second screen

demonstrating an operational map overlay which enables to view vehicles’ location as

shown in Figure 4.12. The vehicles which are equipped with transponders can also

be located on the operational map of operator GUI. Using this screen, the operator

can create a flight mission sequence or modify the existing one on-the-fly. Through
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the data-link, the operator can update flight mission sequence for evolving operational

needs.

Figure 4.12: A screenshot of ground station software.

In addition to real-time camera broadcast, the GUI also provides synthetic vision suite

(seen in Figure 4.13) using synthetic 3D map and earth terrain model. This add-on

mode enables operating the vehicle in low visibility conditions such as foggy weathers

and even night flights. Operator can also monitor some vital flight datas such as

orientation, heading, altitude and speed of the vehicle from synthetic vision display.

Figure 4.13: Synthetic vision extension of ground station.

4.3 Test Results

Several flight tests are performed with full autonomous mode is on. Figure 4.14, 4.15,

4.17 and 4.18 illustrates hovering, ground station, on board camera and synthetic
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vision display. Those pictures are taken at the same flight and approximately at

the same time in ITU Stadium. Although there is moderate wind and some gust,

the attitude loops and navigation loops performed a very stable flights with integral

term added cascade P controllers. Figure 4.15 of ground station display shows both

reference path and traced path. The results are satisfying.

Figure 4.14: Quadrotor is in waypoint tracking mode.

Figure 4.15: A screenshot taken during waypoint tracking.

Figure 4.16: A screenshot taken during waypoint tracking.

Figure 4.16 also shows another path tracking scenario. It is also successfully

completed by quadrotor in full autonomous mode.
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Figure 4.17: A photo taken by payload camera while quadrotor hovering.

Figure 4.18: A screenshot of synthetic vision expansion of groundstation.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this study modelling, controller design and implementation objectives are discussed.

Nonlinear mathematical state model of quadrotor testbed has been derived using

Newton-Euler motion equations and kinematics.

As a result of this study a custom quadrotor system has been designed with

commercially available mechanical and electronical components. These components

have been integrated with a custom designed flight control computer circuit board.

The whole software of the system also developed and tested. In order to design linear

controllers the equations of motion are simplified and linearised then formed in a state

space representation.

Mechanical parameters of quadrotor are experimentally obtained by propulsion test

stand and pendulum experiment. In order to calculate the parameters of propulsion

set a test stand is developed. Angular rate, thrust, drag, voltage and current data

of propulsion set are collected and relation to reference PWM signal is obtained.

Propulsion set parameters mathematically identified by Matlab System Identification

Toolbox. Moment of inertia identification experiment is implemented according to

NACA Report. A torsional and bifilar pendulum systems are constructed and moment

of inertia calculations are performed.

Open loop simulations are done with obtained moment of inertia and propulsion set

data by Simulink. Simulations has shown that quadrotor is unstable and must be

controlled. In order to stabilize the quadrotor and perform fully autonomous flights,

various controllers are designed. 12 different controller are designed in total. Cascaded

control structure is used due to the fast dynamics of angular rates and linear velocities.

Root locus and step responses of the each controller has examined. Closed loop

performance of the quadrotor is showed stable and satisfying results.

An avionic system which includes flight control computer for low level tasks, a

mission management computer for high level tasks, an inertial navigation system,
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telemetry modules, remote controller receiver and a camera for real time video has

been constructed for testbed. A ground station software is also designed in order to set

controller gains, track the vehicle on map and monitor the flight status and real time

video with synthetic vision extension.

Controllers are improved with integral gain in order to suppress steady state errors

and get more smooth flights. Each controller parameters are adjusted by fine tuning.

The reference path of the mission is uploaded by ground station to the avionic system

by telemetry modules. Then full autonomous quadrotor has performed satisfying

reference tracking results.

For future work, a more detailed mechanical parameters can be determined and more

detailed gains can be obtained in order to calculate the stability and control parameters

accurately. After that more realistic mathematical model can be obtained and more

effective and complex controller can be designed. The another future objectives are

including obstacle avoidance, trajectory planning and fleet flights features to current

testbed platforms.
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